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This is my written testimony regarding House Bill 3063. 

It is imperative to the freedoms of Oregon that this bill must NOT pass.  I urge you to vote it out!  
Everyone has the basic right to informed consent and that means the ability, after being informed, to 
then make their choice.  Otherwise that's not consent.  No one has a right to our own bodies or those of 
our children.  That is assault!  There are numerous Dr's and Scientists which attest to the fact that there 
are a great degree of dangers and flaws inherent in vaccines, including life-long disabilities and death, 
directly attributed to vaccinations.  Any perceived benefits don't outweigh the risks for a much larger 
percentage of the population than was previous believed.   

The un-vaccinated are not inherently diseased and do not pose a threat to society as we are led to 
believe through mass media hype.  There is no emergency.  They are using unwarranted emotional fear 
to sway popular opinions for the intent purpose of passing proposed laws that they maintain specific 
interest in.  This has nothing to do with our health.  The manufacture of vaccines is a multi-billion dollar 
industry that has been proven to be going to drastic measures, including falsifying and hiding research, 
in the name of maintaining their self-appointed authority and hence monetization.  We are 'told' they 
are completely safe and totally effective and this mantra is repeated over and over again, but the fact 
remains that both those statements are just plain false.  To give our sole decision-making power 
regarding our very own health, lives and bodies and those of our children over to such an entity would 
be a dangerous thing indeed.  This would not be a good thing and is not in the highest good for everyone 
at all.  We are perfectly capable of each making our own informed decisions in this regard and don't 
need our self rights taken away to comply with another's beliefs or fears.  This topic is not an easy black 
and white one, it's a complex issue.   

There are too many variables involved and too much at stake to solidify an ultimatum in making it a 
contingency to be allowed into school, especially when our taxes go to paying for these schools whether 
we're 'allowed' into them or not.  This bill raises major concerns for our children’s education.  Schools 
will lose more funding (estimated at nearly $413 million) if it were to pass.  We would be creating a 
generation of kids without access to school.  A lot of the polls and estimations have been greatly 
exaggerated by counting all children that have not received every single one of all of the numerous 
vaccinations there are due to postponing and various factors (Required school vaccines include Hepatitis 
B, a sexually transmitted disease/needle sharing disease that many parents opt out of if the mother is 
Hep B negative.  Parents who choose to vaccinate for everything else, but opt out of Hep B, are captured 
in the 7.5% exemption rate that is used to cause a panic about declining vaccination rates in Oregon) 
due to this the true numbers of un-vaccinated in Oregon are 2.6% NOT 7.5%.  That puts nearly 98% of 
our populace as vaccinated.  There is no massive decline or danger of people not vaccinating.  The 
numbers have been remaining steady.  There is also no Oregon measles emergency.  Oregon has cases 
of measles nearly every year.  The only thing different this year is the media hysteria.   

Immunization doesn't even take effect with the first shot and immunity does not continue on for a life-
time.  Which means the majority of people walking around that have been previously vaccinated aren't 
anymore and so in essence aren't any different than the un-vaccinated, except that their natural 
immune systems have now been lowered and compromised due to cumulative toxic overload from 
massive doses of vaccinations.  So much for "herd immunity".  Most the Dr's themselves aren't even 
aware to the full extent the total ingredients contained, they are just trusting what the manufactures 
tell them.  There's many strains of different viruses and usually, though not always, it's actually been 



shown to be the vaccinated which come down with the very strain of virus they were vaccinated against.  
This information is usually hushed up.   

Many of the diseases we vaccinate for were already in massive decline and on their way out before the 
vaccines for them were even introduced so that decline cannot be attributed to the vaccines 
themselves.  Those whom are injecting attenuated and some even live viruses are actually then 
shedding and spreading disease around while perpetuating the cycle of false security, then making up 
excuses for why it's not working and pointing the blame at the extreme minority of un-vaccinated.  It's 
creating consequences, and could have far-reaching negative side-effects, of which could be a 
perpetuation &/or mutations of said very diseases we're trying to eradicate. It's already been back-
firing.  We don't even know the future repercussions or possible mutations either of 'playing God' in this 
way by combining these diseases then bypassing our immune system by injection.  Let alone the issue of 
not separating state and religion (which includes philosophy) to do away with religious or philosophical 
reasons -it's unconstitutional.  

They're giving far too many, for too many diseases -even ones not so serious.  Too many combined all at 
once, at too early of an age and it's not without repercussions. The whole approach is out of control and 
the way we go about it needs to be re-considered.  Not mandated!  I would advocate at least only 
choosing the big ones, only given singly and on a postponed schedule.  This is IF the parent chooses to.  
There are many personal philosophical and religious reasons one may choose not to vaccinate and those 
reasons and right to choose them are very personal, important and valid to each family and must be 
protected.  There are also numerous medical reasons to exempt, but the problem is that the medical 
acknowledgement is about 30 years behind the scientific findings and not every marker to a reaction is 
as of yet recognized and this puts many innocent people at risk.  Many of these factors children's 
parents have been made aware of but due to the medical establishment not being caught-up yet it leads 
to an impossibility of getting a medical exemption even though a valid medical reason exists.  This leaves 
these children completely unprotected and is basically sacrificing those children to a flawed system.  
Willingness to sacrifice these children on this false security is absurd.   

There's numerous, negatively life-altering reactions including death associated and these numbers are 
vastly under-reported.  There's also a lot of questionable ingredients that haven't been fully tested, 
some already proven unsafe but used anyway and some downright immoral and unethical.  Take for 
instance, as just one example, these 35 drugs that were once 'proven' safe, but removed from the 
market after they were found unsafe (one on the market for 55 years):  
https://prescriptiondrugs.procon.org/view.resource.php...  When vaccines are made mandatory the 
drug companies cannot be held accountable for any adverse reactions including death.  That's an insane 
amount of amnesty.  15% are highly likely to have adverse reactions to the measles vaccine alone.  Is 
that really an acceptable figure, for what the drug manufacturer tells us will supposedly make our child 
safer?   

If the vaccinated believe in the safety of their vaccinations then by their very own accord they should 
remain completely safe from whichever disease they're vaccinated against.  This then puts the risk, if 
there is any, solely onto the ones choosing not to vaccinate and that should remain their choice because 
either way there are risks to weigh.  This bill though, by taking away our right to choose what's best for 
our own bodies, discriminates against a minority population.  After weighing all the information and 
options others have the right to choose to vaccinate if they feel it is right for their family, but if after the 
same careful consideration one chooses it is not the best fit for their family they should also have that 
same sovereign right to choose.  Everyone should retain the right to make their own health decisions 

https://prescriptiondrugs.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=005528&fbclid=IwAR0DUMHHwuPNddkwvovph36B_NYl8yBQ1L2ivcHUqOmUPgubkqmRdNd1BXI


that effect their own bodies and I wouldn't fault anyone for choosing what is right for them and their 
families.  I do not think taking away all exemptions besides the practically-impossible-to-come-by 
medical exemption would be a good idea at all.  That would basically be akin to mandatorily forcing 
them.  I am definitely not alone in this view.  Forced/Mandatory + Vaccinations = just plain Wrong!  I am 
not necessarily pro or anti-vaccination, but I am pro vaccine-choice and I hope that Oregon remains the 
same. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this very important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Kamalla Garnier 

 


